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THYCOTIC HELPS CREDIT UNIONS 
FACE TIGHTENING CYBERSECURITY 
REQUIREMENTS
Lower Your Risk of a Data Breach and Meet NCUA Regulatory 
Standards with Comprehensive Privilege Management

OVERVIEW
Credit unions are obligated to protect sensitive personal and financial information. To maintain the public trust, they must do 
everything possible to prevent cyber attacks. In addition to risking a catastrophic data breach, credit unions that don’t meet 
security standards also risk monetary penalties, law suits, and enforcement actions that may prevent them from operating.

The National Credit Union Administration (NCUA) requires that credit unions audit their cybersecurity practices to assess the 
level of risk in accordance with the U.S. Code of Federal Regulations, Part 748. To pass demanding cybersecurity examinations, 
credit unions must provide evidence of enterprise-level privilege management, including password protection, least privilege 
enforcement, application, and endpoint security.

THYCOTIC’S END-TO-END PRIVILEGE MANAGEMENT SOLUTION
To keep sensitive data safe and reduce the time and resources spent on compliance audits, credit unions of all sizes rely on 
Thycotic’s end-to-end privilege management solution. We help credit unions manage thousands of credentials centrally and 
securely with an enterprise password management vault, discovery, rotation, and monitoring. Credit unions can implement 
and enforce least privilege on endpoints and servers with policy-based group management, application control, whitelisting, 
blacklisting, and greylisting.

NCUA’S CYBERSECURITY REQUIREMENTS
• Minimum necessary privileges assigned to people to prevent unauthorized access or modification 
• Administrator password controls, including password length, complexity, aging required, passwords reuse prohibition
• Removal of unneeded default & non-interactive accounts 
• Remote session monitoring & administrator credential controls 
• Endpoint & device application controls, preventing disabling or modifying malware protection, security settings, system 

patches, and unauthorized software
• Auditing & reporting on employee access privileges and controls, access to network components, administrative accounts, 

segregation of duties, and remote network access
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FFIEC Cybersecurity Assessment Tool  
(CAT) Requirement

Secret Server
Password Management

Privilege Manager
Application Control

“Ports, functions, protocols and services are prohibited if no longer 
needed for business purposes.” 

Automated restriction of port usage 
via secure proxy sessions.

Services granted or denied 
elevated privileges based on 

contextual policies.

“Programs that can override system, object, network, virtual machine, 
and application controls are restricted.”

Removes local administrative 
rights.

“Employee access is granted to systems and confidential data based on 
job responsibilities and the principles of least privilege.”

Enterprise-grade PAM and Role 
Based Access Control.

“Elevated privileges (e.g., administrator privileges) are limited and tightly 
controlled (e.g., assigned to individuals, not shared, and require stronger 
password controls).”

Unique passwords secured, rotated 
and hidden from users or changed 

when viewed.

Application-only privilege 
elevation.

“User access reviews are performed periodically for all systems and 
applications based on the risk to the application or system.”

Immutable access audit trail and 
contextual usage anomaly alerts.

Immutable endpoint application 
launch audit trail.

“Identification and authentication are required and managed for access 
to systems, applications, and hardware.”

Each user logs in with a unique 
account with specific permissions. 

Supports two-factor authentication.

“Access controls include password complexity and limits to password 
attempts and reuse.”

Ensures password complexity and 
limits reuse.

“All default passwords and unnecessary default accounts are changed 
before system implementation.”

Automated default password 
discovery and rotation.

“Customer access to Internet-based products or services requires 
authentication controls (e.g., layered controls, multifactor) that are 
commensurate with the risk.”

MFA, credential check-outs, and 
approval workflows.

“Remote access to critical systems by employees, contractors, and third 
parties uses encrypted connections and multifactor authentication.”

Encryption and MFA for internal and 
external users.

“All passwords are encrypted in storage and in transit.” AES-256 encrypted vault, SSL 
encryption for data in transit. Encrypted connections.

“Administrative, physical, or technical controls are in place to 
prevent users without administrative responsibilities from installing 
unauthorized software.”

Policy-based controls prevent 
unauthorized programs and 

actions.

PREPARE FOR YOUR NCUA CYBERSECURITY EVALUATION 
To assess cyber risk, NCUA recommends using the Federal Financial Institutions Examination Council’s 
(FFIEC) Cybersecurity Assessment Tool (CAT).  See how Thycotic’s solution maps to the CAT baseline 
requirements.*
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CAT baseline requirements, cont’d

Preventive Controls/Secure Coding Secret Server
Password Management

Privilege Manager
Application Control

“The security controls of internally developed software are periodically 
reviewed and tested.” 

Enables application and script 
development without embedded 
passwords, via token-based API 

calls.

Services granted or denied 
elevated privileges based on 

contextual policies.

Detective Controls/Anomalous Activity Detection 

“Logs of physical and/or logical access are reviewed following event.” Immutable audit trail of all privileged 
sessions.

Immutable application session 
audit trail.

“Access to critical systems by third parties is monitored for unauthorized 
or unusual activity.”

Live session monitoring, recording & 
audit trail.

“Elevated privileges are monitored.” Live session monitoring, recording 
and audit trail.

Application privilege elevation and 
audit trail

“Processes are in place to monitor for the presence of unauthorized 
users, devices, connections, and software.”

Automated detection of anomalous 
user behavior.

*Organizations preparing for an audit should refer to www.ncua.gov and www.ffiec.gov for a full list of requirements.


